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a young orphan is taken in by a kind lighthouse
keeper and takes on the role of guardian to his

infant son. when the boy grows into a young man,
their bond will grow and the relationship will lead
to a series of intriguing events. a movie starring

douglas seale (1913-1995), francis lederer
(1913-1985), rosalind keith (1913-1995) and

harlan briggs (1913-1979) that tells the story of
two people who suffer and a happenstance that

will change the course of their lives. the film stars
carol channing and charles boyer as jo and

roberta, a newlyweds who are living in a rented
castle in the appalachian mountains of north
carolina. they find themselves in a peculiar

situation. roberta’s relatives have come to visit
the couple. while roberta’s relatives have the

utmost respect for jo, they have less respect for
roberta, which is why they have forbidden her to
see jo. as a result of this, jo will have to get away
from the castle. he takes roberta with him in the
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horse-drawn wagon, and they cross the mountains
to find a new place to live. on their journey across

the mountains, a terrifying and deadly storm
occurs. as a result, the wagon breaks down and jo
and roberta get separated. at one point of time,

when they are lost in the heavy rain, roberta
reveals that she loves him and this changes her

life and the one of jo. variety of themes and
several plot twists make this a must-see for fans
of the 1970s hollywood "star wars" reboot. in a

time when the us was emerging from a decade of
conservative presidential rule, director mike

nichols tackles the subject of america's political
unrest with an elegant black comedy filled with

doses of meta-commentary. it's a fearless
examination of the divide between the rich and

the poor, and the hollywood-stunt drama touched
off by the snobbish jules feiffer's article that says
the character of nichols is defined by his acting

profession.
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kicking off with an empty head-on car crash that
kills his mother and leaves him with a disfigured

face, garfunkel's character is left in a state of
childhood trauma. still traumatized by his parent's
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death, he wonders: what if she could come back,
and what would she want to see? sommers later
takes the symptoms of schizophrenia and gives

them a very different interpretation. garfunkel has
not shown a similar capacity for imagination or

out-of-the-box thinking, although his challenging,
occasionally mawkish songs are well worth your
time. it began in 1887, as a wonderland of naive

and childlike ideas about the romance of
professional gunfighting. gunfighter luke (bolton),
a likable bookish lad from a small town in texas,

grows up to become the gunslinger of the west, a
man of action who never needs to draw on his

pistol. the film follows luke on a quest to seek his
fortune in a nation that finds its identity in the

west. a young woman from a poor family is hired
as a companion for a middle-aged rich man in
hong kong. while she is entertaining and well-
behaved, her true feelings for the man are not

apparent. she is grateful for the comfort that they
provide, but her feelings are not communicated

and she isn't fond of him either. this true story of
the rise of russian ballet in the united states in the
late 1980s and early 1990s is documented by the
real-life married couple, goldin and dardashian.

the film begins with goldin, a young and
struggling young musician, falling in love with a
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dancer. she's a russian émigré and is a world-
class ballet dancer, and her husband is a jazz

pianist. when she commits to goldin, she gives up
everything, her home and her career. she must
leave her native country and spend years living

with goldin as he struggles to find success.
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